Flow diagram showing details of final sample size

- 673 scanned parent questionnaires
  - 4 completely blank questionnaires
  - Loss of 1 parent due to data scanning error
  - 25 lost due to ethnicity not specified or other than inclusion criteria.
  - 4 lost due to child aged <10 or >13y.

- 669
  - Loss of 8 parents due to no matching child

- 668
  - 641†
    - 4 lost due to child aged <10 or >13y.

- 633 parent/child pairs
  - 15 parent outliers

- 618 parents and 608 children
  - 25 child outliers

- 597 parent/child pairs

- 680 scanned child questionnaires
  - 5 completely blank questionnaires
  - Loss of 2 children due to data scanning errors
  - 5 lost due to child aged <10 or >13y.

- 675
  - Loss of 35 children due to no matching parent or parent not meeting ethnicity criteria

†In some cases, participants did not meet inclusion criteria for more than one reason, therefore duplicates exist and numbers do not add up.